Transport provision in remote territories is one of the most important factors in maintaining the sustainability of socio-economic and ecological systems. Indigenous peoples of Siberia have always been mobile using diverse traditional ways across the taiga. During the Soviet period, the transition to settled life, along with technological development and the emergence of new modes of transport, such as off-road cars, snowmobiles, and motor boats, significantly affected the level of population mobility, including remote areas where people are engaged in traditional nature management. With the collapse of the Soviet Union, there were significant changes and reductions in the subsidies of transportation systems for remote terrains that made them isolated. Transport connectivity has been realized through rare plane flights (once a month or less) or by cars on dirt roads (actually off-road) that take several days of travel. Siberian territories rich with natural resources, low population density, and weak infrastructure might be attractive for mining companies. Being difficult to access not only for the local population, but also for industrial companies, the territories imply the allocation of a significant share of road construction and transport costs in the cost items of miners and processors. The problems of sustainability and resilience of the indigenous peoples of Siberia require special attention when restructuring transport communications, but they have practically not been studied before. Methods of in-depth and group interviews with local residents were used. Based on comparative geographic and statistical analysis and generalization of data, network and problem approaches applied for various sources and field materials (including in-depth and group interviews), the factors of sustainability and resilience, which the indigenous communities of three remote Siberian territories pin their hopes on in the context of the transformation of transportation infrastructure, have been identified. If geographic remoteness remains an unchanged fact, the expansion of desired transport accessibility (mainly due to investments by industrial companies) is associated by locals with the possibility of additional income related to provision of services, the emergence of new types of employment of the population that have not been observed before, and the implementation of new transport modes to support traditional activities.
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INTRODUCTION
Remote hard-to-reach territories are often fraught with riches of various natural resources, such as minerals that are especially attractive for the economy. These areas with low population density and weak infrastructure are the focus of mining companies. It is not surprising that there are attractive and promising projects for the development of minerals and products of their processing, which are in demand on the Russian and world markets. In many countries, remote areas make a significant contribution to the national economy [1], since they often contain the main resource and agricultural components. Remote areas face significant transportation challenges due to a combination of vast distances, sparse populations, harsh climates and complex geography—challenges that require a tailor-made approach to transportation regulation, infrastructure and service delivery. In this regard, a scientifically based platform is needed to address these problems by providing recommendations for practical cases faced by all participants involved in the organization and use of transportation systems, so that this vital component develops and contributes to the prosperity of local communities and the country in general.

In this regard, it should be noted that the Strategy for the Sustainable Development of Rural Territories of the Russian Federation for the period up to 2030 [2] and a number of other legal acts are aimed at improving the quality
of life of rural residents, including through the development of transportation infrastructure. The strengthening of the role of transportation infrastructure in territorial development is also noted in the Transportation Strategy of the Russian Federation until 2030 [3]. Despite the fact that researchers note the relationship of geographical distances with transport accessibility, the movement of local communities is still poorly understood, especially in remote areas [4].

It is important that there is no comprehensive and generally accepted definition of remoteness, however, remoteness refers to the lack of connectivity (or mobility as a MaaS service) due to geographic distance, terrain or travel time. While international, intercity and intracity transportation are currently at the center of research, everyday mobility in urban fringes, rural areas and remote regions is an understudied issue that attracts much less attention from experts.

For the most part, studies consider the development of remote territories as economic development [5]. However, recent works, relying on the concept of sustainable development, interpret the problem in the context of the socio-economic, technological and natural conditions of the territory [6].

Even though the definition of the Brundtland Commission is traditionally used in the context of sustainable development [7], sustainability assessments and criteria have still been open questions [8].

In this regard experts try to implement diverse sustainability metrics in contemporary environmental descriptions, just to share responsibilities between parties in their anthropogenic activities without compromising the needs of people living in other places or in other times [9].

The works embrace general meta-disciplinary issues of sustainability [10] and those that concern policy-making [11] and decision making in business [12].

Sustainability assessment is performed for elaborating balanced solutions in a space of socio-economic and environmental sectors, and also it goes beyond technical boundaries. Not only experts and policymakers should be involved in the process, but also stakeholders, who further will be central actors and their opinion is thus of value.

Moral aspects and accepting the plural envisions of quality of life by taking into account the attitudes, values and beliefs of local individuals and communities have been emphasized beside socio-economic and environment sustainability dimensions [11].

While implementing appropriate transportation infrastructure the challenges encountered adjoin with other dimensions of remoteness [13] concomitant to transport connectivity such as: distances from markets, financing sources, political centers, and lack of digital connectivity. Others reflect geographical position and are presented by severe climate (permafrost, contrast temperatures), mountain landscape, and sparse population.

Nevertheless, studies of the social profile of the stated problem are still at an early stage. Anthropologists note that isolation from the outside world in the form of abandoning roads can be a voluntary choice of individual local communities [14]. In the case of indigenous peoples with limited experience in participating in the world economy, scientists pay attention to the growing transportation accessibility of remote Arctic communities due to mining, which brings little profit to local communities in the short term, but significantly worsens their living conditions in the long term [15].
The problems of transportation accessibility are understood in a different way in nomadic cultures than in sedentary ones [16]. This topic is the focus of the latest works of ethnologists and anthropologists related to the study of the mobility of Arctic cultures. In [17,18], there is an analytical review of the key concepts of the rapidly developing anthropology, sociology and philosophy of mobility and movement. Here, accessibility is not an obstacle, for example, in Yamal [19], the fact of taking land from reindeer herders by mining companies is not the main subject of discussion. Reindeer herders are more concerned about the complexities of reindeer migration associated with the activities of these companies. Today, with the spread of global transport links, the human right to movement is considered one of the fundamental rights [20].

In this regard, in this work, it was assumed to be interesting and important to study the role of transportation infrastructure, which is formed primarily under the influence of the industrial development of natural resources, on the development of remote territories, and ensuring the stability and resilience of indigenous Siberian communities in them. Such a study was carried out on the examples of the Okinsky district, Republic of Buryatia, the Katangsky district, Irkutsk region, and the Olekminsky district, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) of the Russian Federation.

RELATED WORKS

Transport accessibility is one of the important characteristics of territorial development, which makes it possible to assess the region’s involvement in global economic processes, including the international division of labor flows. This characteristic is necessary when planning the socio-economic development of the territory. In recent years, transport accessibility studies have received various scientific directions depending on the specifics of the studied territories. For example, in large cities, qualitative characteristics come to the fore, such as issues of perception of space, ethnic segregation, social isolation, the creation of an accessible environment for people with disabilities [21], and relative transport accessibility [22].

Experts agree that rural areas are not a focus of sustainable transportation problems [23]. Realizing this, the authors conducted a study to explore alternative transport modes for commuting in Eastern Austria. Site visits and interviews were applied to clarify the issues.

In regional studies, the concept of “transportation accessibility” is associated with the concept of “remoteness”. In particular, remoteness indices have been developed in Canada and Australia that determine the level of access to healthcare enterprises [24], and in Europe, accessibility is calculated for forecasting and calculating economic activity [25]. In domestic science, the topic of transport systems was developed in geographical works that studied transportation systems in general and passenger transportation in particular: the works of domestic scientists in regard to integrated and transportation accessibility [26,27], the polarized landscape model [28], the morphological approach to the study of transport networks [29–31], and many others. The functioning of transport, closely related to the existing system of settlement, is presented in [32] and others.

There are a number of studies on the transportation systems of individual regions of the country. The geographical concept of regional transportation systems with the possibility of their typology and zoning was proposed by the author of [33].

On the basis of the grid of economic micro districts, a typology of local transportation systems was carried out based on indicators of the transport development of the territory, the
topomorphological structure of networks, and the availability of local passenger traffic [34].

Summarizing the works on transportation in line with [35], we can say that most of the research is devoted to passenger transportation systems and transport networks, and not to qualitative and quantitative features that determine the level of passenger service. The Republic of Komi can be cited as an example of a detailed coverage of the problems of the development of passenger transportation in one of the regions of the country. The paper [36] used the example of this region to consider the economic and social prerequisites for determining the transportation accessibility of peripheral rural areas. A theoretical comparison of traditional transport accessibility indices and their calculation for municipal districts and urban districts of the Komi Republic were delivered in [37].

In connection with the tilt of the geography of transportation into the social features of the spatial organization in recent decades, works have begun to appear where transportation accessibility is considered as a set of costs that determine not only the theoretical, but also the realizable possibility of reaching points in space. However, such works are usually devoted to either one type of transport, a limited area (as a rule, a separate subject of the Russian Federation or a certain highway), or one of the aspects of transportation accessibility. There are almost no complex works that would consider all the factors affecting the transportation situation and accessibility in terms of the functioning of a single transport system over a large area, especially in recent years, when vehicles began to change drastically.

The method for calculating a comprehensive indicator of transportation accessibility as an indicator of the development of the region was proposed in [38].

A common feature for territories with limited transportation accessibility and great remoteness is their negative connotation, noted, in particular, in [28] as a process of “archaization” of the regions most remote from the cities.

The work [39] reflects the importance of a comprehensive study of the phenomenon of mobility as the most important factor in the new economic growth of Siberia and the Far East as a result of a set of regional analysis methods. In addition, the authors of [38] carried out an analysis of transportation anthropology, linking local transport systems, mobility and innovation. In the zone of off-road transport, it is the non-stationary points of temporary proximity that can radically affect the dynamics of the economic development process. In the analyzed works, a view “from below” is proposed instead of a unified approach “from above”, when all transport systems of the country are assumed to be the same by default, revealing the monopoly nature of many transport systems in Siberia and the Far East.

In [40], the authors emphasize that a well-developed regional transport infrastructure contributes to the efficient functioning of industrial sectors and the successful development of the regional economy as a whole. In this regard, scientific research that contributes to the effective implementation of projects for the development of transport infrastructures to the needs of sustainable economic development of a particular region is of special relevance. Particular attention in this case is occupied by the issue of development of remote areas, and this is directly related to the topic of transport infrastructure and its compliance with the local conditions of the territories being developed.

METHODS
The study used methods of comparative geographic and statistical analysis and
generalization of data, approaches, and in-depth and group interviews with local residents. The theoretical and methodological base is based on the scientific works of authors from the Russian Federation and other countries on the subject and area under study. The territories of this study are the Olekminsky district of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) and the Okinsky district of the Republic of Buryatia.

Field studies were carried out in August 2020 in the Okinsky district of the Republic of Buryatia in the villages Orlik, Sorok, and Sayan, and in October 2021 in the Okinsky district in the villages of Orlik and Khuzhir. Field studies conducted in August 2016 in the village of Tyanya, in the Olekminsky district of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), were supplemented with materials for 2020-2021. The interviewees were found using the snowball method and ex-social media. The length of the interviews ranged from twenty-five to ninety minutes and averaged fifty to sixty minutes.

In the Okinsky district, 15 interviews were conducted in the village of Orlik, and 7 interviews were conducted in the village of Khuzhir. In the Olekminsky district, 24 interviews were conducted. The respondents were representatives of local communities, among whom were people of both sexes from 18 to 60 years old.

The recruitment of respondents was carried out using the snowball method and social networks in order to ensure a wide variety of experience and knowledge in the field of land use [41]. Interviews were conducted on the go (traveling and participating in local activities) as well as at respondents’ homes and/or camps to capture the diversity of local experiences [42]. The duration of the interview ranged from thirty to one hundred and twenty minutes, with an average of fifty to sixty minutes. For analysis in this article, we included materials from the following cases:

15 in-depth interviews in the Okinsky district with local residents (4 interviews), community leaders (4 interviews), representatives of the education sector (3 interviews), administration (2 interviews), medicine (2 interviews), and culture (2 interviews); 24 in-depth interviews in the Olekminsky district with local residents (10 interviews), community leaders (1 interview), representatives of the education sector (4 interviews), administration (2 interviews), medicine (1 interview), culture (3 interviews), and reindeer herders-hunters (3 interviews).

The comparative geographical method was used for a comprehensive characterization of the study territories, which made it possible to identify geographical features and socio-economic factors for the development of transportation infrastructure in the territories. Application of this method made sense to identify and display qualitative and quantitative differences and analyze pertinent dynamic processes. A spatial feature of transport is the linear-network and nodal nature of the placement of transport objects in geographic space. To reflect the spatial features, the comparative geographic method was utilized in close connection with the cartographic approach. To compare three territories with their natural and socio-economic specificities, maps were designed that made it possible to elaborate a “portrait of a territory”. The main factors for location and development of transport facilities were identified, the features that regulate the transportation situation in the study territories were named, and these can be used further to assess technological projects of building new roads and restoring historical and informal routes to improve the movement of the population.

STUDY AREA

In our research, we focused on the terrains where indigenous peoples live. The map of the study areas is presented in Figure 1.
Case 1: Transformation of transportation infrastructure in the Okinsky district of the Republic of Buryatia.

Mountains of the Eastern Sayan form the landscape of the Okinsky district, Republic of Buryatia, RF.

The center of regional economic activity is represented by Ulan-Ude city, the capital of the Republic of Buryatia and the local people of the Okinsky district have to cover 800 km in a northeast direction to reach it, while the travel time is more than 12 h.

The territory dimension: its length and width are 294 km and 190 km, respectively.

The district is surrounded [43] by the Russian lands of the Irkutsk region (in the north and east), the Republic of Tyva (in the west), and it shares border with Mongolian territory to the south. To the southeast one can observe the watershed of the Tunkinsky Goltsy ridge, which is a natural border between Okinsky and the Tunkinsky districts of the Republic of Buryatia.

The Okinsky district is 26,594 square kilometers. The terrain has a climate similar to that of Eastern Siberia—short summers and very cold winters, which are windless and of little snow.

Due to the remoteness of the territory and harsh living conditions, traditional activities of indigenous peoples have been preserved here [44], such as, for example, nomadic cattle breeding with a vertical type of nomadism. The breed composition of animals adapted to local conditions has also been preserved.

In addition, experts noted [45] the following in the territory of the Okinsky district among the preserved occupations and land use: reindeer herding, hunting, fishing, and traditional gathering.

Nevertheless, the territory of the Okinsky district may lose its traditions of land use [46], and just counteracting this pertinent support could be realized through a special status formalized at the legislative and regulatory levels.
The area is unusually rich in minerals. So, it is worth mentioning the crystalline graphite deposit in the Botogol site, which had been developed for 150 years until 1992 [47]. In addition, industrial deposits of gold and rare metals have been discovered and explored. The subsoil also contains bauxites, phosphorites, quartzites, jade, and many other mineral reserves.

Large-scale mining in the Okinsky region started in the 1970s, which required the development of transport infrastructure, with concomitant laying, construction, and maintenance of the roadways.

The industrial development of the region continues, new mining enterprises are being built (including gold mining in the Kholba site, which has been operating for several decades), thereby improving the infrastructure along the way [48].

Not only the underground mineral reserves of the Okinsky district are of significant interest for third-party actors. Essential landscape diversity, natural beauty, as well as a unique ethno-cultural heritage are also important, and they attract both individual tourists and the tourism industry.

Interest in the study area is complemented by multiple mineral waters, a large number of mineral springs surrounded by intact wild nature and is promising from the point of view of health and medical tourism. With its high-altitude landscape, the Okinsky district is ideal for implementation of active types of tourism, such as mountaineering, as well as sports rafting on kayaks and rafts [49].

The paths maintained in the highlands are practically the only way to reach local natural attractions and popular recreation areas. The difficulty of transportation to the mineral springs is also a source of income for some local residents. So, an interview with a local resident testifies: "Some of our residents earn money, that is, by providing tourists with a truck to get from Orlík to the pass. Tourists also rent horses to cross the pass on horseback...".

Moreover, even 40 years ago, overland communication between the Okinsky district and the rest of Buryatia was carried out along the Okinsky trail on pack horses. It took four days to get from the nearest village of Mondy (Tunkinsky district, Republic of Buryatia) to the regional center Orlík (Okinsky district) [50]. Only in 1985 did the construction of a gravel road with numerous bridges across the right tributaries of the Oka River begin. The constructed automobile route Mondy–Orlík 81-OP-R3-81K-035 (134 km) is registered as a public road of regional significance.

The road was opened to traffic in 1993. The road, laid in difficult hydrogeological conditions, is destroyed by floods, but each time it is restored in a timely manner by gold mining companies. The route from the republican center of Ulan-Ude to Orlík is shown in Figure 2.

Recently, the reconstruction of the route was completed, work was carried out to expand it, and sections exposed to threats from adverse natural phenomena were strengthened [51].

The history of aviation communication in the Okinsky district began in 1951, when a the site was cleared and an airfield was equipped to receive PO-2 and AN-2 aircraft in the village of Orlík. Regular air communication was carried out until 1992. In 1970, the Oka airfield was built in the area of Sensyn Tala (Sayan village) (soil, length 1200 m, width 80 m) to receive aircraft of a larger class: Li-2, IL-14, and later AN-24. Airlines were associated with Orlík as the capital of the republic. The airports “Orlík” and “Oka” had been able to receive passenger, cargo,
and ambulance aircrafts. The final closure of the regular service occurred after the liquidation of the main regional airline Buryat Airlines in 1993. At present, the Orlik and Oka airfields are not included in the register of airports and airfields, and the Oka airfield has the status of a landing site (registration number SP3-336) [52].

**Case 2:** Transformation of transportation infrastructure in the Olekminsky district of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia).

The Olekminsky district is located in the southwest of the republic, borders in the north with Suntarsky and Verkhne-Vilyuisky, in the northeast with Gorny and Khanganalassky, in the east with the Aldansky district and the territory subordinate to the city of Neryungri, in the south with the Amur and Chita regions, in the southwest with the Irkutsk region, in the west with the Lensky district. The district was formed on 9 January 1930. The area is 160.8 thousand square kilometers. As of 1 January 2021, the number of permanent employees is 24.4 thousand people. The distance from the district center to Yakutsk is 530 km.

The Olekminsk region and the city of Olekminsk have played and continue to play an important role in the development of the territory of the North-East of Russia. One of the first regular communication routes connecting Olekminsk with other regions is the Irkutsk-Yakutsk postal route, established in 1738. Thus, in 1738, with the establishment of regular communication between Vitim and Yakutsk, not only the Irkutsk-Yakutsk postal route began to fully function, but a land postal connection was established between St. Petersburg and the port of Okhotsk. The route within the boundaries of the Yakut province established in 1775 was divided into two sections: from Vitim to Olekminsk and from Olekminsk to Yakutsk. By the time of the formation of the Yakutsk region in 1822, the Irkutsk-Yakutsk tract was a well-populated road connecting the center of the region with the
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Figure 1. Map of Study Areas.
capital of Eastern Siberia. By the middle of the 19th century, the growth of the gold industry led to the need for cargo transportation along this route [53]. With the development of the gold industry in the Aldan region, the Amur-Yakut route became the leading one. The emergence of new modes of transport (automobile, aviation) finally brought to naught the Irkutsk-Yakutsk tract. In addition to the upper reaches of the Lena, separate sections and roads of intra-district significance remained in demand from it. So, the still-functioning winter roads from Lensk to Olekminsk and from Olekminsk to Yakutsk are laid along the old skeletons of the highway.

Even now, there is no year-round road communication on the territory of the Olekminsky district; in most areas, communication between settlements is carried out only through winter roads in the winter. Accordingly, a significant part of the territory of the Olekminsky district is cut off in terms of transportation from other regions of Yakutia. Hard-surfaced roads are available only on the route between Neryuktyayinsk 1st and Solyanka. In total, there are 1637.1 km of public roads of local (district) significance in the Olekminsky district, of which 687.5 km are intensively exploited. A winter road passes through the territory of the Olekminsky district, which is part of the Unmas highway of republican significance. Every year from December, work begins on the arrangement of winter roads and ice crossings, which are put into operation at the end of December and operate until mid-April [54].

Intra-territorial communications in the summer period are carried out by river transport, as well as by small aircraft. The main transport artery of the region is the Lena River, which connects the region both with the capital of the republic, Yakutsk, and with the Irkutsk region, through which the main part of the cargo comes from Osetrov and Yakutsk. A short navigational period on the rivers (90–100 days) is a deterrent to the development of the region’s economy. Passenger traffic in the Olekminsky region is carried out by hydrofoils from the Yakutsk River Port OJSC along the Yakutsk-Olekminsk-Yakutsk high-speed line and by steamers along the Yakutsk-Ust-Kut-Yakutsk line. Transportation by water transport (freight, passenger) in the area is carried out by the enterprise of the Lensk United River Shipping Company “Olekminsky River Port”. The rural population of remote settlements use the services of private entrepreneurs who are engaged in transportation on motor boats along the Olekma, Chara, and Tokko rivers [55]. The appearance of air transport in the Olekminsky ulus is associated with the appearance of postal and passenger flights in 1928. Prior to the construction of the Olekminsky airport, an air station operated with attendants. The only regional airport “Olyokminsk” in the region is located 5 km northeast of the city of Olekminsk. It was opened in 1942 during the Great Patriotic War. More than eight thousand combat aircraft flying from the USA to the front were delivered through the Olekminsk airfield along the Alaska-Siberia air route [56].

In the 1950s in connection with the discovery of diamond deposits in the neighboring Mirninsky district, an airline for cargo transportation was based at the Olekminsky airport. By the beginning of the 1960s, almost all settlements in the region were connected by air. The Olekminskaya United Air Squadron was formed in 1981 in order to meet the increased volumes of air transport in connection with the formation and development of the Charo-Tokkinskaya and Solyanskaya geological exploration expeditions. In Soviet times, small aircraft operated in almost all settlements and there were airfields, which closed in the 1990s after the collapse of the USSR [57].

For example, the working settlement of Torgo, which arose in 1976 as a stronghold for the Charo-Tokkinskaya geological and exploration expedition, and which explored iron ore reserves
in the Olekminsky district, was liquidated due to its unprofitability.

Currently, Olekminsk Airport is a branch of the Federal State Enterprise Airports of the North and is a transit point between the cities of Lensk, Neryungri, Irkutsk, and Ulan-Ude. The services of the branch “Airport Olekminsk” are used by the airlines “Yakutia”, “Polar Airlines”, and “IrAero”. Airfield landing sites in the Olekminsky district are available in the settlements: Tokko, Chapaevo, Macha, Delgey, Daban, Uritskoye, Markha (Sanyakhtakh), Byas-Kyuel, Kudu-Kyuel, and Tyanya [58].

There are also 11 helipads located mainly along the ESPO route, in the locations of mining enterprises and protected areas.

The development of the transportation infrastructure of the Olekminsky district corresponds to the natural resource potential of the territory. Settlements form a settlement system and are interconnected by a network of transport and communication lines (regional and local roads, technological roads of industrial companies, power lines, pipeline transport, telephone and postal communications, etc.).

**Case 3:** Transformation of transportation infrastructure in the Katangsky district of the Irkutsk region.

The Katangsky district is the northernmost district of the Irkutsk region and the only one with the status of the territory of the Far North. The largest in area (139 thousand km²) and the most sparsely populated, at the beginning of 2021, 3214 people lived in this area. Compared to the 1990s, the population has decreased by almost three times. The area is a hard-to-reach territory, there are no year-round public roads. Regular passenger transport includes airplanes (connection with the regional center) and helicopters (intra-district communications and inter-district communications with the city of Kirensk). In winter, winter roads operate, through which annual supplies of fuel, food and other goods are brought to the settlements. According to official statistics, the five main areas of employment in the Katanga region include: extractive industry; professional, scientific and technical activities; construction; education; public administration and security. Of the presented list of predominant types of employment, the second, like the first, refers to the oil and gas industry, which mainly employs shift workers. A third type of employment can also be included in this area. The item “agriculture, forestry, hunting, fishing and fish farming” was not included in this list, since only 87 people are officially employed in this area. However, it is this branch of economic activity that is historically formed for the Katanga region, most of the indigenous people and old-timers are involved in it.

The Katanga region is considered the territory of the most compact settlement of the indigenous small people, the Evenks, in the Irkutsk region, most of whom have preserved their traditional way of life based on commercial hunting, fishing and reindeer herding. In Soviet times, this type of activity was the main specialization of the region’s economy; the population involved in traditional nature management was officially employed in state organizations, such as coop animal farms. After the collapse of the Soviet Union, these organizations fell into disrepair. Hunting activities and reindeer herding did not cease to exist, since they are the foundation of the way of life of the indigenous people and old-timers. In an attempt to protect the rights and interests of this population of the Katanga region, communities of indigenous peoples of the North were created. However, it has not yet been possible to assign territories of traditional nature management to them. Communities are not employers, they do not provide social packages to their members. According to
statistics, members of such communities are not officially employed.

The territory of the district is located within the Central Siberian Plateau. Its landscape is a flat hill, a slightly undulating plateau. The climate of the Katanga region is sharply continental, with long, frosty winters and short, hot summers. The climate in most of the territory is unfavorable for agriculture. The rivers of the region are rich in fish resources, which are used for personal needs. In addition to rivers, lakes occupy a large place in water resources. The territory of the district is located in the middle taiga zone. Forests cover 82.5% of the territory. Coniferous species predominate, such as Dahurian larch, pine, spruce, with less cedar and fir. The forest is the main wealth of the region: it is the main type of fuel, building material, and it is also a pantry of natural products such as berries and mushrooms. It was here which was, and still remains, the sphere of traditional economic activity of the Evenks and Russians: the fur trade. Hunting is still the main source of income for the indigenous people.

The main river artery cutting through the territory of the region in the northern direction is the Nizhnyaya Tunguska, one of the most abundant tributaries of the Yenisei. Its length within the region is 1500 km. It is fed by numerous tributaries (the rivers Nepa, Teteya, Yerema, three Kochemy, etc.), as well as precipitation and mountain snowfields thawing by summer. Freeze-up occurs in mid-October, and the opening in mid-May. The rivers are full of water during the flood period (the water rise reaches 8–12 m in Tunguska) and become very shallow in summer, therefore the river is suitable for small navigation in the spring, during the month of May. From time immemorial, it has been and still is the only available mode of transport by which goods are delivered by high water.

The components of the natural resources of the region are minerals, the types of which are determined by the structure of the earth’s crust (sedimentary and igneous rocks).

The territory of the district, in its separate sections, is included in the East Siberian oil and gas province (west), the Nepa potassium-bearing basin (south), the Tunguska coal-bearing basin (southeast), the Angaro-Tunguska iron ore province (northwest), the Siberian calcium-bearing province (north), and the Vilyui diamond platform.

Geological expeditions confirmed the presence of oil, gas, potassium salts, dolomites, coal, iron ore, Icelandic spar, diamonds, and colored and ornamental stones: chalcedony, jasper, marble onyx, agate, carnelian, amethyst, etc.

Large commercial oil reserves have been explored at the Verkhnechonskoye oil and gas condensate field. In addition, a number of other oil and gas condensate fields have been identified and are being exploited in the region. Despite the rich natural resources, the region is economically and culturally in very difficult conditions. Due to its geographical position, it is isolated from the industrial and cultural centers of the region.

The largest cargo supplier is OAO Verkhnechonskneftegaz, a subsidiary of Rosneft, which produces hydrocarbons at the Verkhnechonskoye field. The lack of year-round roads and railways is a deterrent to the development of the region’s natural resources.

Podvoloshino is the only settlement in the Katanga region that has a year-round road connecting it with the city of Kirensk. In winter (January-March), winter roads are cleared to all villages in the region. In summary, the length of the roads is 1499 km which comprises 660 km on the route Verkhne-Markovo (Ust-Kut
Aviation is the only mode of transport that allows passengers, mail, pensions and other goods to be transported within the region. Flights are carried out in winter twice a month by the helicopter “MI-8” of the Kirensky Aviation Enterprise, and three times a month in summer. Flights to settlements are carried out on two routes: In a large circle linking Kirensk (regional center of the Kirensky district of the Irkutsk region) with Nepa—Preobrazhenka—Erbogachen—Kirensk. Flights to the most remote northern settlements of Hamakar and Nakanno are also carried out from the regional center. In a small circle linking Kirensk—Tokma—Bur—Ika—Kirensk. Communication between the regional center and the city of Irkutsk is carried out only by aircraft AN-24. During the functioning of the winter road, the regional center of Irkutsk can also be reached by commercial shuttle bus (travel time 2 days).

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The study areas are located at distances of thousands of kilometers from each other (Figure 1). It is interesting that these regions in their remoteness are similar to small island developing states, SIDS [59]. As experts note territory remoteness, poor economy and environment fragility go hand by hand [13]. Six dimensions of remoteness were announced for SIDS and among them is connectivity due to existing transportation infrastructure [60]. Since there are no means for a territory of a state or a district to control its physical location, pertinent connectivity might be improved through organizing effective transport networks which promote setting and supporting numerous links of cultural and economical activities.

In the remote areas under consideration, the construction and provision of roads is supported and provided by extractive enterprises operating in these territories. For example, in the village of Khuzhir in the Okinsky district, if necessary, in case of flooding of the road, the road is restored by the company Khuzhir-Enterprise LLC.

Excerpts from the interviews for the study areas are presented in Table 1.

The excerpts presented are evidence that locally there are difficulties in the transportation provision of hard-to-reach settlements and indigenous people come to ambiguous and contradictory conclusions about the usefulness of mining in their places of residence.

On the one hand, the development of mineral deposits contributes to the development of transportation infrastructure, offering new opportunities for residents living in the territory.

On the other hand, doubts about the fairness of the exclusion of the local population from the distribution of profits in the production process and serious environmental threats create a cause for concern for the interviewees. However, all this is a matter of implementation of effective transportation infrastructure.

Recent works underline a series of negative impacts that can contribute to the implementation of transportation infrastructures especially through transport pressure on the environment with further distortion of traditional social relations and cultural components [61–65].

Contrary to expectations of only social cohesion pluses [66], it might stimulate changes to make communities disadvantageous e.g., to cause separation of locals from social networks [67,68]. One example of the restoration of old communications is the section along which the Sanyakhtakh-Aldan road ran, part of which belongs to the Eastern Siberia-Pacific Ocean (ESPO) main oil pipeline. Thus, this route was
formed in 1925. In order to provide the gold mines with food, the delivery of goods was organized in winter on sledges along the Lena River to Sanyyakhtakh. Sanyakhtakh was a transshipment base for sending food products to the village of Nezametny (Aldan). Further, the cargo was transferred on horses, deer, bulls and camels over a length of 330 km. On the winter roads Sanyakhtakh–Imperceptible, then Isit–Imperceptible. In the summer, the road became completely impassable. This road continued to exist as a seasonal road until the 1950s. This route received a new development in connection with the commissioning of the ESPO in 2012. Within the territory of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) ESPO crosses the Lena river in the vicinity of the village of Solyanka, Olekminsky district, and 247 more watercourses, including the rivers Nuya, Peleduy, Amga, Aldan and others. In 2013, in order to develop the energy and transportation infrastructure, the construction of an overhead power transmission line Lensk-Olekminsk-Aldan was built.
In 2011–2012 design and survey work was carried out on two options for the passage of the Power of Siberia gas pipeline. The first, in a single corridor of the already existing oil pipeline “Eastern Siberia—the Pacific Ocean”, is convenient because infrastructure already exists in the places where it passes. The second option involved laying a gas pipeline along a shorter route through the territory of the Tyansky Evenk national settlement, in which case the Evenks, one of the indigenous peoples of the North, who have lived in these territories for centuries, would suffer the most [69].

During the discussions and debates, a decision was made to lay the gas pipeline according to the first proposal. In September 2014, Gazprom began construction of the first section of the Power of Siberia gas pipeline investment project along the Lensk-Skovorodino section, from the Chayandinskoye field in Yakutia to Blagoveshchensk (border with China). To date, a section of the Power of Siberia gas pipeline has been built, which runs along the ESPO oil pipeline over a length of about 2200 km from Yakutia to the border with China near the city of Blagoveshchensk.

At present, a technological road has been laid parallel to the pipeline, which is the property of Transneft-Vostok LLC, Bratsk, Russia. Technological driveways are primarily production and regime facilities designed to provide unhindered access to a deposit or facility during its operation and maintenance. Industrial companies, realizing the social significance of year-round road communication for the residents of Yakutia, are trying to ensure the possibility of unhindered travel along the technological road without charging any fee. For unhindered travel along the highway, local residents, as well as residents of other districts and regions, must submit a pre-executed application. In the first years of the implementation of the Eastern Siberia-Pacific Ocean (ESPO) oil pipeline, the population traveled freely along the technological road, having a passport with a residence permit. In subsequent years, community members issued a pass, which was valid for one year. Today, reindeer herders and hunters, in order to get to their lands, need to issue a pass for each entry [70].

Indigenous peoples of the North living in the Olekminsky district express concern in connection with the increasing cases of environmental violations. So, in the spring of 2021, in the territory of the Olekminsky district on the Tokko River, two kilometers upstream from the mouth of the Constantny stream, unauthorized ice crossings were discovered—two dams, one of which completely blocks the riverbed. A dirt road was laid along them for moving vehicles and there were fresh traces of automobile and caterpillar vehicles. This territory of a nomadic tribal community is a place for calving and keeping young deer in the spring and autumn. In connection with this situation, reindeer herders were forced to migrate to other places, away from industrial companies [71].

- In the Olekminsky district, there is a transformation of the transportation infrastructure and the heterogeneity of the network of transport communications on different time scales.
- Since the middle of the 17th century, the main supply route for Yakutia was the “water-land route from Tobolsk through Yeniseisk along the Angara-Ilim rivers, the Ilinsky (Lensky) portage and rafting from Ust-Kuta along the Lena to Yakutsk”, which passed through the Olekminsky district, the Irkutsk-Yakutsk postal route established in 1738 allowed for the organization of regular postal communication and contributed to the emergence of new settlements (post stations) and an increase in the number...
of settlements in the form of machine tools, which led to an increase in the population in the area. The route, which ran along the Lena River, was year-round and served trade and postal traffic, as well as the transportation of passengers and exiles from Irkutsk to Yakutsk. In winter, transportation was mainly on the ice of the river. Lena to Yakutsk, in the summer, was by boat.

• In the post-Soviet period, many settlements were abolished after the administrative reform of 1963 in connection with the clarification of the concept of “permanent settlement”. In particular, there were not many rural settlements located near the city of Olekminsk. There is a policy of enlargement of settlements here, when unpromising small villages were closed, and their population was relocated to larger settlements, which are mainly centers of collective farms and state farms. In Soviet times, an extensive network of scattered winter roads was created to supply artels, geological parties and meteorological stations that appeared here later.

• Since the early 2000s, there has been a change in the specialization of the region from a purely agrarian (agricultural) type, with the development of animal husbandry, reindeer husbandry, grain and fodder production, potato growing, vegetable growing, milk processing, etc., to an agrarian-industrial type, the development of agrical- tural and gold mining industries Neryungri-Metallik LLC (gold deposits “Tabornoe”, “Gross”, etc.), construction of oil and gas pipelines “ESPO” and “Power of Siberia”, laying of power lines, exploration of hydrocarbon raw materials, development of the forest and woodworking industries, etc.

• At present, new types and categories of roads have appeared, and the construction of a network of technological roads for industrial companies operating in the region is being developed. In the territories of traditional nature management, technological roads have both positive and negative effects. The positive impact is the limited provision of access to travel and transportation of goods for the local population, both in personal transport and in transport provided by companies. The maintenance of technological roads is carried out by industrial companies themselves, which does not impose additional costs on the local budget. The negative impact is manifested in noise pollution by heavy equipment, which scares away the objects of hunting, as a result, the migration of game animals changes; there is an increase in cases of environmental pollution by fuel spills and the number of accidents. For example, in a number of cases, residents of the Olekminsky district, upon obtaining a travel permit, can use the technological road of the East Siberia–Pacific Ocean oil pipeline to access the Lena federal highway and travel to Yakutsk to receive social services.

• A significant part of the territory of the region, where the indigenous peoples of the North live, does not have a permanent year-round surface road network, which negatively affects the quality of life. Thus, in terms of transport accessibility, the Olekminsky district can be put on a par with the Arctic regions of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), which is one of the most inaccessible territories of the republic, given that the region does not have a program to subsidize airfare.

The presence of mining enterprises ensures the development of transport infrastructure in the studied remote areas. This consists both in the construction of the roads themselves, and in the participation in the socio-economic development of remote territories. As a result of the survey,
it was revealed that the local population has a dual attitude towards the presence of mining companies on their territory. On the one hand, respondents note an improvement in transport accessibility, an increase in the transport mobility of the population, and the contribution of industrial companies to the socio-economic development of municipalities. On the other hand, the concern of local residents is mainly related to the environmental consequences of the work of industrial companies.

The development of transportation infrastructure in the Katanga region is constrained by difficult geographical conditions and a significant distance from industrial centers and major transport arteries. Modern development is due to the development of industrial activities, primarily oil and gas production and logging. As the direction is relevant and accessible (with the permission of industrial companies) for the local population, new technological roads are used by the residents of Katanga to travel to other settlements or to travel to their hunting grounds. The growing network of informal roads and its impact on local communities remains outside the control structures for the time being. However, field studies show significant transformations in the ways and means of mobility of settlements, especially in the southern part of the Katanga region. Local residents have different attitudes towards these changes, on the one hand, this contributes to the emergence of new opportunities for movement, on the other hand, this is an increase in the availability of remote settlements and territories for external (urban) visitors, hunters and fishermen, which has a negative impact on the productivity of hunting and fishing grounds of local residents for whom traditional activities are the main livelihood. Local residents are also concerned about the environmental impact of industrial development and the growing network of informal roads. Thus, industrial development and new linear infrastructures that open up new opportunities for the mobility of local residents, on the one hand increase the stability of local communities and adapt to new conditions, and on the other hand threaten the preservation of traditional forms of management in the future.

CONCLUSIONS
Most of the studies known to date are devoted to individual nonconnected elements of complex multifaceted transportation service systems. This paper reveals that, in reality, being encountered with socioeconomic and environmental tasks, the study systems embrace multiple structures (road networks, traffic flows, usefulness, efficiency and reliability, all of which should be assessed comprehensively). Moreover, the research clarifies that these assessments certainly depend on the interests of the parties of various communities, as well as individual actors (stakeholders), who determine the qualitative and quantitative signs of the need and level of services in the system as a whole.

In this regard, initially, this work focused on both the complexity of the systems, and the high sensitivity of remote Siberian and Northern territories and their population to the reorganization of transportation infrastructure, during industrial mining and processing of natural resources, and concomitant impact on sustainability and resilience of indigenous communities.

The identification of processes and conditions that ensure sustainable development of remote territories was based on real data prepared for the specific model areas covering the Okinsky district, Republic of Buryatia, the Katangsky district, Irkutsk region, and the Olekminsky district, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), all in the Russian Federation.

These real data were collected through interviews and observations during field work.
The types of transport in the model areas are analyzed in retrospect with its diversity, capacity, seasonality and state up to the present day. It was revealed that:

• remoteness of the territories promotes preservation of traditional activities of indigenous peoples.
• works related to exploitation of mineral deposits contribute to upgrading transportation infrastructure, offering new opportunities for residents living in the territory.
• a poor road network is concurrently conducive to generating additional income for the local population providing the missing transportation services.

At the same time, various economic and environmental factors and relationships, including complex ones, are defined and highlighted. These are contradictory and ambiguous, determining the transport situation of the study territories and circumstances for building new and restoring old routes.

In general, a significant set of scientific methods and original materials used in the work made it possible to come closer to the problem of planning further large-scale research on the way to solving the socio-economic and environmental problems of developing remote regions of Siberia and the Russian North, primarily in the interests of the indigenous population.
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